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NCAR Scientists Successfully Demonstrate Zero- to- Two-Hour Thunderstorm Forecasts

A group of meteorologists with NCAR's Atmospheric Technology Division (ATD) 
successfully demonstrated that they could make accurate zero- to two- hour 
thunderstorm forecasts at Stapleton Airport this summer during the Terminal DoDDler 
Weather Radar field experiment in Denver. The critical success index averaged about 25 
to 50% higher than forecasts of persistence.

Led by Cynthia Mueller of ATD's Research ADplications Program, the four NCAR 
meteorologists made special hourly forecasts of thunderstorm activity between 12:00 
noon and 7:00 p.m., seven days a week, for 40 continuous days between July 1 and 
August 9, and made them time-specific. For example, a nowcast issued at 2:00 p.m. 
might read: "Between 3:00 and 3:45 p.m. today, we expect thunderstorms exceeding 50 
dBZ (heavy rain) to develop in the Stapleton area."

In addition, the NCAR team gave 20-minute warnings of wind shifts to an NCAR 
meteorologist in the air traffic control tower at Stapieton.

Part of the demonstration program included training meteorologists from Australia and 
from National Weather Service operational forecasting offices around the country to use 
state-of-the-art mesoscale data and advanced computer workstations. Those visiting 
meteorologists were from Kansas City, Missouri; Albuquerque, New Mexico; New 
Orleans, Louisiana; and Penh, Australia.

The forecasts were possible because of the availability of data from state-of-the-art 
meteorological tools, including Doppier weather radar, an advanced computer 
workstation combining synoptic and mesoscale data from a 22-station surface mesonet 
operated by NOAA's Program for Regional Observing and Forecasting Services, several 
NOAA atmospheric profilers, and conventional surface, upper-air and satellite 
meteorological data.

Results of the demonstration showed that the four NCAR forecasters were able to do 
significantly better than simply extrapolating the location of existing precipitation 
cells. Instead, they were able to forecast the time of initiation and dissipation of storms. 
The four forecasters participating were James Wilson, Cynthia Mueller, Brian Heckman 
and Rita Roberts.

A paper on this research, "Evolution of the TDWR Aviation Nowcasting Experiment,” by 
Cynthia Mueller, James W. Wilson and Brian Heckman, will appear in the preprint 
volume of the Third International Conference on Aviation Weather Systems, January 
29-February 3, 1989, in Anaheim, California.
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